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ABSTRACT 

Women, God's most beautiful creature has often led to paradoxical ends in society. 

Most frequently associated with sexology, criminology, social anthropology, religion, 
science and culture; women have hidden philosophy and complicated minds. Time and 

again laws, legislations, policies and implementation made by various agencies and 

NGOs have worked to highlight women related problems like crime, murder, rape, 
prostitution, dowry and bride burning. But, all these virtual failed to find out 

permanent solution. The emergence of women studies in large mumber of Indian and 

western universities did help significantly to high light women resulted problems 

through conferences, workshops contact programmes, interdisciplinary research and 

development. But the deep rooted problems in India society in forms of superstition, 
orthodox practices and male domination remain a challenging task for women now and 

then. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Woman is a wonderful gift to man and the most beautiful creature of God. But she is 

often symbolized 
God, sex symbol, beauty queen, calm and cruel, hide their age, and as the planet is 

lonely without women. For variety of reasons, woman has scholarship ability, good 

Sister, mother, wife and true Laxami. Woman also refers and associated to name, home, 

family, building confidence, pregnant for love of husband, bears undesirable pain, 

delivery of kids and everything. 
bringing up children, earning, advising, ensuring, relaxing, enjoyment, glamour, 
maintaining family, and something that costs of her own health, hobbies and beauty 

and always favour true things. She is priceless, weak, sweet, wonderful mother, 

and personified as confused, kitchen confiner, second mistake of 

She does cooking, cleaning, taking care of parents, 
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